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What course did you take? 

LLB (Hons) Law  

What attracted you to study at the University of Chester? 

The deciding factor for me to choose the University of Chester was most definitely the 
size of the lectures and seminars.  I felt the classes were just the right size to be a person 
rather than a number. Other universities I had visited had double, if not more, people 
per class/lecture. To me this was something I found very appealing as I knew I would be 
able to approach my lecturer and discuss topics with him/her without having to join a 
waiting list. I also felt I would be able to build a good relationship with the lecturers and 
wouldn’t be afraid to ask questions etc. I felt this was important as they are obviously an 
integral part of your learning and I was right.  

 

Do you feel that the subject of your degree was relevant to your current 
role? 

Yes.  

 

What does your current role involve? 

I am now a qualified Family Solicitor.  

  



How did you get into your current role? 

In order to achieve my current role I worked as a Paralegal for 9 months. I was then 

offered a Training Contract and upon completion, a permanent position as a Family 

solicitor. 

 

How did you choose to go into this type of work? 

Family Law had always been my favorite subject throughout University and the Legal 
Practice Course. Due to my keen interest I spent the majority of my training within the 
Family department learning as much as I could and gaining as much experience as 
possible.  I guess I was just very lucky that a position became available at the right time 
within the Family team.  

 

Did you do work based learning or volunteering?  If so how did this help 
your careers planning and research? 

I chose the Work Based Learning module route and I would strongly recommend this to 
anyone who is unsure.  Work experience is essential and I cannot stress enough how 
important this is. I gained as much work experience as possible before committing 
myself to a firm. The Work Based Learning module gives you the advantage of securing a 
placement and gaining skills and experience that so many people struggle to obtain.  
Without the Work Based Learning placement, I genuinely do not think I would be in the 
position that I am in today.  

 

Did you use Careers & Employability? 
 

 Did you attend any of the training sessions run by Careers & Employability?   
 

I attended as many courses as I could. I specifically focused on my CV and what advice I 
could get in relation to that. I would advise anyone to attend as many courses as you can. 
Why not make the most of what is available, after all that is what you are there for? 

 If so has attending employability training supported you in gaining 
employment or improving your performance in your current role? 

 

I think that the help I received with my CV has definitely helped. Once you get past the 
first hurdle the next one is to impress at the interview. Although guidance and advice on 
how to perform in an interview will undoubtedly help it is ultimately how you are as a 
person which determines how you will perform. For me, making sure my CV was the 
best it could be was very important and it helped secure interviews.  

 



Do you have any tips/information to share with any graduates who are considering 
this career/area of study? 

 

Build on your CV and make yourself stand out from others. Gain as much experience as 
you can as not only will this look impressive to employers, but also it will ensure you 
have an idea as to the area of law you would like to work in and the general day-to-day 
life of a solicitor.  Training as a solicitor is hard work and requires a lot of determination 
and commitment. I strongly recommend people gain as much experience and get as 
much of an insight as possible before starting the LPC.  Do not narrow yourself by 
obtaining experience in one specific area. Make yourself as appealing and diverse as 
possible. You may think you want to work in a specific area but unfortunately it’s 
usually what jobs are available that determine where you end up, not what you would 
like to do. Stay focused, work hard and you will succeed.  

If you decide to choose this career path then I wish you the very best of luck.  

 


